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1. Marche (D major)  6. Sarabanda (C major)
2. Menuet (G minor)   7. Giguetta (C major)
3. Musette (D major)  8. Menuet (G major)
4. Menuet (G major)   9. Gavotte (G minor)
5. Sarabanda (C major) 10. Menuet (G minor)
Introduction

The purpose of these arrangements is to arouse in the young violin pupil a desire to study Bach. The technical difficulties of Bach's "Sonatas for Violin Solo" and "Sonatas for Violin and Piano" are so great that it requires years of practice before a pupil can play them even acceptably. Piano pupils have the "Inventions" and the "Anna Magdalena Buch", so that they come to the study of Bach's preludes and fugues with a knowledge of his individual treatment of accepted forms.

I have arranged four Menuets, one March, two Sarabandas, one Musette, one Gavotte, and one Gigue from the "Anna Magdalena Bach", so that an intelligent and musical violin pupil may begin to enjoy Bach after but one year's instruction. As in all the great masters' works, the thematic material is simple and direct, and it is this classic simplicity which gives the musical pupil an appreciation for melody and phrase without which Beethoven and Brahms (Bach's logical successors) remain sealed volumes forever.

The "Anna Magdalena Bach" is a collection of short pieces for the Clavier, autographic exercises in themes given by Bach to his second wife, Anna Magdalena. She possessed a well-trained soprano voice and it was Bach's greatest joy to further her musical education by giving her themes and melodies to harmonize and develop. (See "Biography of J.S. Bach by Albert Schweitzer, Breitkopf & Haertel, 1915, P. 98."
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1. Marche
(D major)
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4. Menuet
(G major)
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6. Sarabanda
(C major)

Tempo di Sarabanda  \( \left( \begin{array}{c} \text{Tempo di} \\ \text{Sarabanda} \end{array} \right) \) \( \left( \begin{array}{c} d=68 \end{array} \right) \)

Joh. Seb. Bach
Arranged by Constance Seely-Brown

Violin

Piano

This "Sarabanda" is a variation of the preceding one, Bach having written no less than sixteen variations on the same theme.
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7. Giguetta
(C major)

Allegro (♩= 176)

Joh. Seb. Bach
Arranged by Constance Seely-Brown

L.H.

Violin

Piano

* This "Giguetta" is the concluding number of the afore mentioned Sarabande Variations.
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10. Menuet
(G minor)
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Moderato (\( \frac{q}{3}= \frac{96}{96} \))

Violin
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MINIATURE MASTERPIECES
Famous Violin Solos and other Well-Known Compositions

Simplified Arrangements for Violin and Piano (1st Position)

by W. F. AMBROSIO

1. INTERMEZZO from "Cavalleria Rusticana" (S.313) Mussignoni .35
2. ANVIL CHORUS from "Il Trovatore" (S.3052) Verdi .40
3. GAVOTTE from "Mignon" (S.3191) Thomas Drigo .35
4. GRAND MARCH from "Aida" (S.3014) Verdi .35
5. SPRING SONG (S.3143) Mendelssohn .35
6. VALSE from "Mignon" (S.3325) Thomas .35
7. ANGEL'S SERENADE (S.3049) Braga .40
8. THE EVENING STAR from "Tannhauser" (S.3104) Wagner .40
9. FLOWER SONG (S.3104) Lange .40
10. CRADLE SONG (S.3136) Hauser .30
11. KUIAWIAK (S.3262) Wieniawski .35
12. THE PALMS (S.3336) Fauré .35
13. BERCEUSE from "Jocelyn" (S.3098) Godard .30
14. DANCE NO.1 (S.3416) de Beriot .50
15. HEARTS AND FLOWERS (B.34) Tchiani .65
16. CELEBRATED NOCTURNE (S.3337) Chopin .35
17. REVURE (S.3006) Vieuxtemps .60
18. FANTASIE CAPRICE (S.3197) Vieuxtemps .60
19. LEGENDE (S.3271) Wieniawski .30
20. CAVATINA (S.3136) Raff .33
21. SERENATA (S.3434) Moszkowski .35
22. SIMPLE AVEUE (S.4448) Thome .40
23. PAS DES FLEURS from "Naila" (S.3344) Delibes .40
24. LANDO (S.3027) Handel .40
25. SALUT D'AMOUR (Love's Greeting) (S.3274) Elgar .35
26. MEDITATION (Ave Maria) (S.3061) Bach-Gounod .40
27. HUNGARIAN DANCE, No. 5 (S.3435) Brahms .40
28. HUNGARIAN DANCE, No. 6 (S.3436) Brahms .40
29. SOUVENIR (S.3459) Drlica .60
30. SERENADE (S.3427) Drlica .60
31. HERJE KATI (Cardas Scene) (S.3166) Hubay .60
32. CAVATINA (S.3154) Bohm .60
33. MELODY IN F (S.3314) Kubelík .40
34. SERENADE (S.3438) Schubert .35
35. O BELL' NUTT (Barcarolle from Cantes d'Hoffman) (S.3453) Offenbach .40
36. SERENADE(S.3432) Herbert .40
37. SEXTET from "Licia di Lammermoor" (S.3285) Donizetti .35
38. SPANISH DANCE (S.3163) Moszkowski .50
39. OBERTASS, Mazurka (S.3349) Wieniawski .35
40. LA PAIXOMA (The Song of the Dove), Spanish Serenade (S.3177) de Yradier .40
41. GAVOTTE (S.3219) Gossec .40
42. GRAND MARCH from "Tannhauser" (S.3477) Wagner .50
43. MENUET No. 2 in G (S.3544) Beethoven .35
44. THE HERD GIRL'S DREAM (Traum der Sensenin) (S.3636) Labitzky .40
45. LOVE IN IDILENESS, Serenade (B.35) Macbeth .65
46. SERENADE from Ballet "Les Millions d'Arlequin" (S.3798) Drigo .50
47. HUMORESKE (S.3242) Dvořák .35
48. MEMORIES OF HOME (O Liebe Heimat) (S.3316) Gunman .40
49. VALSE BLEUETTE (S.3799) Dvořák .50
50. FAMOUS WALTZ (K.1937) Brahms .40
51. LARGO from the New World Symphony (B.1938) Dvořák .40
52. ANDANTE, from the Fifth Symphony (B.1939) Tchaikovsky .50
53. HEART OF HARLEQUIN (Coeur d'Arlequin) Serenade (B.1865) Drigo .75
54. SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME (Ais de Alte Mutter) Gypsy Melody (S.882) Dvořák .40
55. ELEGY, (Melodie) (S.3833) Massenet .30
56. THE SWAN, (Le Cygne) (S.3834) Saint-Saëns .45
57. O SOLE MI, (My Sun) (S.3845) Capuá .35
58. ON WINGS OF SONG (S.3852) Mendelssohn .30
59. AGNUS DEI (Lamb of God) (S.3857) Bizet .30
60. HARK! HARK! THE LARK (S.3861) Schubert .40
61. ST. PATRICK'S DAY (Celebrated Irish Song) (S.3863) .30
62. FOR ELISE, Albinoni (S.3856) Beethoven .50
63. MINUET, Dance of the Blessed Spirits (S.3859) Gluck .35
64. AVE MARIA (S.3860) Schubert .40
65. VALSETTE (S.3858) Sorowinski .40
66. CIELITO LINDO (Beautiful Heaven) Popular Italian Song (S.3863) Fernandez .30
67. TORNA A SURRIENTO (Come Back to Sorrento) Popular Italian Song (S.3866) de Curtis .30
68. COUNTRY GARDENS (Handkerchief Dance) Traditional Morris Dance Tune (S.3874) .35
69. DARK EYES (Russian Gypsy Folk Song) (S.3875) .35
70. TWO GUITARS (Russian Gypsy Folk Song) (S.3876) .35
71. LONDONDERREY AIR (Old Irish Folk Song) (S.3877) .35
72. THE OLD REFRAIN (Viennese Popular Song) (S.3878) .35
73. POEM (S.3879) Widor .35
74. SONG OF INDIANS (S.3880) Kinsky-Karszkow .35
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